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Abstract

Progress Report on Kinetic Theory of Neutron Gases

1 October 1974 - 30 June 1975

Interim progress reports are presented on four investigations involving
the transport of fast neutrons.  The common theme tying together the
four research projects is the manner in which details of microscopic

cross sections affect the macroscopic transport behavior of neutron gases
in material media.  In the first, the classic problem of transport
and slowing down in a non-hydrogenous medium with constant cross sectionis being re-examined, using Casels method of singular eigen-functionj2
Both the asymptotic limit derived by Wick and the age-theory extreme have

been recovered, and higher order corrections to these are being derived.-

Semi-numerii:al--techniques   have been developed which should permit
calculation of the flux over wide ranges of distance and lethargy.  The
second investigation is the study of the 'effects of square-well minima in
otherwise constant cross sections.  A specialized moments-method code
has been developed for the purpose, which gives the flux as far out as 80 -
100 mfp from the source. A simple but highly accurate model has bee_n--
developed to include the effects of the minima, and it is now feasible
t6 predict under what conditions,  a given minimum will signi ficantly
affect the penetration.  In the third study Monte Carlo has been used to
obtain the characteristics of neutron histories penetrating to various
distances and energies in iron.  The role of such cross section phenomena
as inelastic scattering and cross section minima is being elucidated.  In
the last investigation, the discrete energy Sn method, previous developed
here, is being applied to various transport problems difficult of access
by other methods.  For example, an examination is under way of the dependence
of fast-neutron albedo on the form of representation of the scatter,6*,
neutron distribution and on the fin27structure of the cross section.6„.

"This   report was prepared  as an account of Government -sponsored  work.
Neither the United States, nor the Energy Research and Development Admini-
stration,inor any person acting on behalf  of the Administration:

A.  Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the infor-

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may
not infringe privately owned rights; or

B.  Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages
resulting from the use of, any information, apparatus, method, or
process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, 'person acting on behalf of the Administration' includes
any »mployee  or  contractor: of the Administration, or employee  of  such  con-
tractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Administration,

or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access
to, and information pursuant to his employment' or contract with the
Administration, or his employment with such contractor."



Preamble

The investigations reported on here represent Doctoral Thesis
studies that are still underway at this time. In range of subject
matter they are quite diverse, varying from sophisticated analytical
theories applied to fundamental but simplified situations at one
extreme, to elaborate numeral computations of practical arrangements
occuring in the real world, at the other.  But there is one connec-
ting theme - they are all part of a continuing effort to obtain

physical understanding of how neutrons in the MeV range stream through
material   medi a   and  how this transport is conditioned  by the nature   of
the microscopic nuclear interactions.  The concept of the sensitivity
of integral neutron phenomena to cross section characteristics has
been  pioneered at Columbia University  for  the past decade.     It  is
now receiving considerable attention in many quarters and powerful
perturbation. techniques have been devised to produce quantitative
measures  of such sensitivities.    What is being sought at Columbia
in the present   pro gram, however,    is   not the proliferation of "sensi-
tivity profiles" but rather an understanding of the physics reasons
that determine the nature of the trajectories in phase space fol-

lowed by the swarm of neutrons in given integral problems.

In the following sections, the individual investigations are

reported on in order of increasing complexity of the cross section
behavior treated.

A.  Analytic and Semi-Analytic Solutions for Transport and Slowing
Down with Constant Cross Section. (D. Cacuci and H. Goldstein)

The simplest problem involving combined slowing down and trans-

port of neutrons is that of a monoenergetic source in an infinite
medium of one nuclide with isotropic scattering in the C.M. system,

no absorption, and constant cross section at all energies.  No com-
plete analytic solution for this problem has yet been found.  There
was  a spate of activity  in studies ·of'-this. prdblem'iri -the mid-1940's,
notably by Wick, (1,  Bethe,(2) Holte(3) and Marshak. (4)   It was early
realized that a Fourier or Laplace transform in lethargy of the
transport equation resulted in an equation that looked like the
Boltzmann equation for monoenergetic transport with an apparent ab-
sorption and a modified angular distribution.  All investigations so
far (including the present) involve finding a solution of sorts to
the pseudo-monoenergetic equation, followed by attempts at invert ing
the transform to obtain a solution in both space and lethargy.  In
recent years, the development of the singular-eigenfunction solution
of the monoenergetic equation by Case and coworkers, (5) has sparked
a new look at the problem.  Mc Inerney(6) has made use of this approach
for a medium consisting of hydrogen. The present work is primarily
an extension of McInerney's method to nuclides with atomic mass greater
than one, looking particularly at heavy nuclei (which in this context
probably means carbon or heavier) .
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It   is rel atively straightforward to obtain,   by this technique 6,
expressions for the Laplace-transform in lethargy for the flux more
than one or two mean-free-path lengths distant from the source.  In-
version of the transform can however be carried out only in certain

limiting cases.  One limit is for very large lethargy relative to
the sources at distances that are not too large.  Here, the familiar
age-theory fonn can be obtained. It appears possible to find correc-
tions to the age-theory prediction in powers of the reciprocal lethargy.
At this point, it is not clear whether these corrections agree with

largely unpublished results obtkined by Placzek and by Bellman et al.
that are referred to in Marshak's 1946 review paper.(4)

At the other limit, the inversion can be made, with difficulty,

for large distances but at lethargies very close to the source.  Thisis usually referred to as Wick's asymptotic limit.  It now appears
that Wick made some unjustified approximations in obtaining his solu-
tion, and it is hoped that the present technique will lead to a more
accurate limit, and one which can be carried in to distances closer
to the source.

For all other regions of lethargy and distance, inversion of the
transform is being accompli shed numerically, taking advantage   of  re-
cent advances in computational technique.  A code to perform the
"Fast Laplace Trans form" developed at Columbia by Professor 0. Wing(7)
has been modified to improve the accuracy of the calculation and to provide
a more useful output.  Tests indicate that the program can invert the
trans form and provide fluxes with acceptable accuracy (< 10% error) out
to attenuations of about 10-4. This ought to cover all situations of
practical interest..

The age-theory limit corresponds to slowing down with the transport

represented by an unbiased random walk involving a large number of steps.
Indeed, the familiar Gaussian space dependence of age-theory is simply
the Gaussian distribution of the central-limit theorem for the vector
sum of the steps.  However, when we ask for the flux at a specific dis-
tance and energy, we select a particular sample of the random walks biased
by the constraints implied by the distance and energy.  The  resultant

distortion in the succession of steps making up the random walk probablydepends on the cross section behavior.  The case of constant cross section
is unusual in that any given lethargy interval looks alike to the neutron
irrespective of its location in energy.  It is hoped that these calcula-
tions will give some indication of the changes in the character of the
random walk in this special case of constant cross section.

B,  Study of the Effect of Square-well Cross Section Dip on Neutron Trans-
port. (Wu-hung Peng and H. Goldstein)

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the effectof dips or minima in the cross section in facilitating neutron transport
to large distances. Instances of such minima are found in many nuclei of
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practical importance such as iron, oxygen, sodium etc., and usually
arise   as the result of destructive interference between potenti al   and
resonance scattering.  To examine more closely the role of such minima
in neutron transport it was decided to calculate in detail a simple
case for which an approximate model might also be devised.  The situa-
tion to be considered is that of an infinite medium consisting of a
single nuclide scattering elastically with a square-well dip in an
otherwise constant cross section.

To compute the neutron transport in this case, a special purpose
moments-method code, FTS, has been devised. Compared to the veratile
BMT code,(8) it is restricted in many of its capabilities.  Only one
nuclide and only elastic scattering (through P-2 angular distributions)
can be treated.  Uniform lethargy intervals are used throughout.  Only
step function variation of the cross sections with energy is permitted.
These simplifications make it possible to run even lengthy problems on
the dedicated SEL computer of the Division of Nuclear Science and
Engineering.  On the other hand, the code has certain features not
found in BMT. It specifically takes into account cross section dis-
continuities, calculating the flux moments on both sides of the dis-
continuity. Mono energetic sources are rigo rously treated by going   to
a first-collision source. Finally, and most important, it calculates
the even moments of the scalar flux up to and including the 80th spatial

moment.  By going out so far it is almost always possible to demonstrate
the character of the asymptotic penetration. Various tests have shown
that the code performs well and does not introduce any significant com-

putational inaccuracies.,

As a first task, the code was used to compute the transport in a
medium with constant cross section and zero absorption assuming a mono-
energetic source.  The atomic mass was taken as 23 (i.e. sodium), with
isotropic scattering in the C.M. system. The results should hold for
any heavy nuclide if the lethargy is expressed in terms of the average
lethargy change per collision. The spatial moments so obtained have
been compared with the limits of the various analytic models.  It has
been found that the Wick asymptotic limit is established within practi-
cable distances   only   in the immedi ate lethargy vicinity  of the source.
If e represents the maximum lethargy change per scattering, then for

example, at 2E from the source, Wick's formula agrees with the computed
flux to better than 10% only at distances of 50 mfp or more from the
source.  At the other extreme, age-theory is rarely a good representa-
tion of the penetrating flux.  Even at a lethargy of SOE (about 100
collisions) from the .sdurce, the spatial moments higher than the #th
deviate from the prediction of age theory by more than 10%. Placzek

in an unpublished Manhattan Project report (9) devised a technique for
obtaining analytic corrections to the moments predicted by age theory as
a seried expansion in reciprocal powers of the lethargy, u.  His report
gives explicit formulas for the first correction term in 1/u.  R. Huang

(private communication) has extended Placzek's formula  to include the
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1/u terms. In the present investigation the corrections have been

extended still further by making use of the invariance of the problem
to translation in lethargy.  It has thus been possible to obtain the
major correction terms in 1/u3 and 1/u4.  Naturally, these corrections
represent the flux accurately to much greater distances than does the

simple age-theory.    With the full 4-term correction ,e,  the  flux  is
given to within 10% out to the 28th moment at a lethargy of 506, and
as  far as the 20th moment when the lethargy is 24E. These limits of
validity are given in terms of spatial moment, but work is now under-
way to convert them to distance criteria.

Moments calculations have been made with a variety of square-
well cross section dips between O.le and 0.56 wide, and for depths
of 0.2 and 0.5 of the constant cross section above and below the dip.
One clear-cut conclusion from the calculations is that the flux with a
given shape dip depends only on the lethargy between the source and
detection energy and is largely independent of where the·dip occurs with-
in this lethargy interval.  With this as a clue, a model of the influence
of the dip has been constructed in which the flux at any point in phase space
is obtained by the convolution of the flux kernel for the constant cross
section case with a kernel representing transport in the dip itself.
This simple model, which needs only knowledge of transport with con-
stant cross section, agrees with the directly computed flux moments in
all instances to within 'u 7%.

The consequences and predictions of this model are now being ex-

plored.  Only a few scattered preliminary conclusions can be given at the
present time. It would seem that for dips no deeper than 1/2 the sur-
rounding cross section the effect of the dip will in most practical
cases be rather minor.  That is to say, the sensitivity of the flux to
the Cross section in theidip will not be greater than in other regions.
Extreme sensitivity to the cross section in the dip will occur only in
much deeper dips and with source-to-detector lethargy intervals of 10e
or less. Compared to other parameters,  the flux exhibits only minor
dependence  on the width  of  the  dip. An intensive effort is underwayi
to find a useful parameterization of the effect of the dip, hopefully
leading to simple conclusions on when the cross section dip significantly
affects the flux and when it doesn't.

C.  A Monte Carlo Study of the Mechanisms of Fast Neutron Penetration
in Iron. (L.P. Ku and H. Goldstein)

The history of a neutron from the moment of birth at a giyen
spatial point and with a particular energy, until its detection at some
other point and energy is defined by the trajectory it follows in phase
space.  If the source and detector points are fixed the trajectory is
doubly constrained by the requirements that a certain spatial distance
be traversed and that the neutron slow down over a certain energy inter-
val.  When only the energy constraint is imposed - irrespective of the
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spatial travel   - the neutron trajectories are those   of the probl em  of
the "infinite medium spectrum". The character of such trajectories
has been the subject of detailed study since the days of Fermi and the
manner in which the cross section behavior affects these trajectories
is by now well known.  However almost all actual transport problems'
involve the double constraint of traversing fixed spatial and energy
ranges.  Little is known about the nature of the neutron trajectories
under this circumstance and the effects of various cross section pheno-
mena are barely glimpsed at.

In the present investigation a direct approach is being made to
study the characteristics of the neutron trajectories in a transport 1
situation of direct practical interest - the penetration of fast neutrons
in   iron. This material was chosen because the thick layers   of   iron  pre-
sent in LMFBR shields have proven particularly difficult to calculate.
Neutron histories have been generated primarily from a fission source,
with, the Monte Carlo code SAM-CE.      Of the general sample   o f histories,
those contributing to the response of detectors with varying energy

sensitivity and spatial location have been separately selected.  A wide
variety of statistical parameters for these histories have been obtained
and are being compared   to the "infinite medium" trajectories and, corre -
lated with the cross section phenomena seen by the neutron.  A brief

<description of the technique and preliminary results will be found in
7      Ref.   10.     Some  of  the more striking conclusions obtained  so  far  may  be

mentioned here:

1)  The exit neutron spectra in assemblies of iron such as have
been used in measurements  at  RPI (11)  and LLL (12) are dominated by leakage
effects.     The traj ectories  of the neutrons involved are influenced  by
cross section phenomena quite different from those which determine the
trajectories of deeply penetrating neutrons.  Conclusions derived from
the RPI and LLL measurements as to the validity of particular evaluated
cross section sets cannot  be applied to situations involving deep pene-
trations  of the order  of  lm  or  more.

2)  The minima in the ,irongtotal cross section do not play as ex-
taordinary   a   role in practical penetration problems   in   iron   as   had  been
thought previously.  In particular with a fission source,  the 25 keV
minimum does not dominate the spectrum at lower energies until penetration
distances of 2m or more. The minimum is said to "dominate" when most

of the penetration is donee in the energy window of the minimum, involving _
transport over distances far larger than the mean-free-path length.)

3)  In situations where a cross section minimum dominates deep
penetration, the resultant neutron trajectories are biased by having path
lengths between collisions in the minima that are longer than average and
and by having more small angle scatterings than are predicted at random.
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4)  Where cross section minima do not provide an extraordinary
assist to the transport, the trajectories of neutrons that succeed in

1. tances between collisions. However they exhibit many more collisions
penetrating large distances do not seem to_show larger than usual dis-

than the unconstrained trajectory, and the azimuthal angle of scattering
is  biased  so  as to favor transpot toward the detector. For reasons which
are not yet clear, when the cross section shows little fluctuation, the
chief method   to increase.,the penetration di stance appears   to   be   the
biasing of the azimuth of scattering.

The consequences of these phenomena for cross section sensitivity
are being studied now.

D.  Applications of a Discrete-Energy S-N Code to the Study of Some
Neutron Transport Problems. (S. Ostrow and H. Goldstein)

A discrete energy version of the S-N code ANISN was developed
at Columbia a few years ago by J. Chingf13) Called M)MANS, the code is
particularly useful when the effects of cross section structure are of
interest, or where it is desired to change the input cross sections fre-

quently.  At ORNL the code has recently been adapted to cross section
sensitivity studies and for optimum procedures for group-collapsing.
Here it was desired to employ the MOMANS code in a number of situations
where fine detail in the cross section behavior are important.  Four
such  problems   have been studied   or   are   in the process of examination.

1)  Effect of thermonuclear source energy distribution on thres-
hold reaction rates. Most nucleonics calculations for thermonuclear
reactors have assumed either a monoenergetic 14 MeV source or a "flat"
source distributed over the top energy group.  It has been pointed out
that actually the source has nearly a Gaussian distribution with a
FWHM of about 800 keV. Conceivably, reaction rates for cross sections
with thresholds in or near the source region could be sensitive to the

source shape.  To investigate this possibility calculations of various
reaction rates in different regions of the ORNL benchmark blanket de-

sign have been calculated by the MOMANS code.  Some details of the
studies are given in Ref.  14. The results  are  for the  most part negative. -
the shape of the source spectrum does not greatly effect the reaction '
rate.  The most prominent exception is the 27Al(n, 2n)26m Al reaction.
Here the reaction rate  in the correct source spectrum is only one. third
of  what a conventional multigroup calculation would predict.

2) .Effedts of truncation o f Angular distribution of scattering on
fast neutron albedos.   It  has been known  for  some  time that representationof the angular distribution of scattering by only a few terms  in a
Legendre polynomial expansion - say, through P3 - leads to a prediction
of the scalar flux at deep penetration that is correct to a few percent.This conclusion holds even when the scattering is so anisotropic that
an expansion through only P3 is itself only a poor representation of the
angular distribution of scattering.  It has been speculated that this
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tion of the angular flux over all solid angle.  By this line of reasoning
insensitivity applies only for scalar flux, which involves an integra-

the albedo, which depends on the angular flux in the rear hemisphere,
should be much more sensitive to truncation of the angular distribution

of scattering, especially at high energies.

Calculations of the albedo for scattered energies down to 1 MeV
have therefore been made for a standard thermonuclear source and a
fission source incident on iron and carbon slabs of various thicknesses.
The M)MANS code enables a study of the effect of the enrgy distribution
o f the incident source   and  of -the effects   of fine structure   in   the   cros s
sections.  The results are.still being analysed.  Preliminary conclusions
are that the albedo is still insensitive to the representation of the

scattered angular distribution except in those parts of the source
where a reflected neutron can at most suffer only one or two elastic
scatterings.  Even for so narrow an energy distribution as the thermo-
nuclearssource, the albedo from iron for reflected neutrons in the source
energy region is only about 6% different   for   a P3 represent ation   than   for

a P7 description.  With a fission source the difference is even less.  The
fine structure in the total cross section does not affect this conclusion.
but it does change the dependence of the albedo on slab thickness. As
might be expected, in the regions of cross section minima thin slabs
scatter back significantly fewer neutrons than an effectively infinite,
thick slabs.

3) Effects of details of secondary neutron distributions in the
JBe (n,2n) reaction on breeding ratios in thermonuclear blankets. A
number of reference thermonuclear reactor designs depend on the 9Be
(n, 2n) reaction to provide adequate tritium breeding.  The details of
the secondary neutron distributions from this reaction are complicated,
and largely shrouded in uncertainty.  For the first time, the Mk IV
version of the 9Be cross section set in ENDF/B takes cognizance of the
correlation of the energy distribution of the second neutron with the

discrete energy of the first (inelastically) scattered neutron.  MOMANS
is one of the few extant cross section processing and transport codes

capable of handling this correlation effect.  Accordingly, calculations
have been started to examine the tritium breeding in a Be-rich blanket

design, such as the Los Alamos theta-pinch reactor, considering particu-
larly the effect of various representations of the secondary neutron energy
distributions. No results have been obtained as yet.

4)  Calculations of the shielded resonance integrals for a rod of
238U.  Various papers at the recent Seminar on U-238 Resonance Capture

(BNL, March, 1975) have pointed out a significant discrepancy·in the
values of the shielded resonance integral of 238U between theory and ex-

periment.  It is not yet clear whether the source of the discrepancy lies
in the cross section sets used or in the calculational methods. What is
certain is that the discrepancy is of considerable importance in criti-

cality calculations of light-water reactor lattices.  The cross section
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238
structure of the U resonance region requires so much detail for
adequate description that .none of the standard multigroup methods
are adequate for a high accuracy calculation of the self-shielding.·
Untili :now, „_,the reference calculations have been made with Monte
Carlo.  While adequate statistical accuracy for integrated qualities,
such as the resonance integral seems possible, details of the spatial
behavior   of  the   flux   are   no t easily obtainable   from the Monte Carlo.
In general, the matter seems so important that another, deterministic,
method of calculation would seem desirable.

It seems possible to use MOMANS to provide such comparison cal-
culations, at least for particular situations. The detailed  eros s
sections over the entire energy range are too voluminous for even
MOMANS to handle, but restricted energy regions can be handled sepa-
rately using approximate, or iterated, slowing down sources ihto the
top of the energy band.  Thus, it is believed that the contributions
of the S-level resonances up to 200 eV, and possibly up to 325 eV,

can be handled in one or two passes through the computer.  Of course,
it is necessary to use a computer with a memory capacity as big as
Columbia's IBM 360/91.  Active preparations for these calculations
are now under way.
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